No matter how you say it, these holiday greetings convey the same spirit of good will and friendship to every nation. Do enjoy your social activities this Christmas season and let your good cheer be depicted in all your actions. The atmosphere around you students, of Catholic Marian College is full of happiness, gaiety and cheer, but it should also contain a few moments of solemnity. It only takes a minute to invite the new born Christmas babe, into you heart at Christmas Mass. Make this

A CHRIST-LIKE CHRISTMAS!

And Happy New Year!

These holiday greetings aren't complete without our best wishes for the New Year. We do hope that 1959 sees the culmination of all your wishes and desires.
On behalf of the management and staff of the MARIAN, we are taking this opportunity to thank everyone for their cooperation during the five hours of picture taking last Friday. This was a wonderful show of school spirit, whether you knew it or not. Granted that it was a tough day, you all came through wonderfully. Again, thanks.

Basketball for day students on January the 3. Against Vingimson at Secoina. It should be a good one as the Alices have lost only one or so. LET'S BACK THE KNIGHTS!

Congratulations to all those connected with the Christmas assembly of yesterday. The highlights of the entire program were the Carolers and the presentation of "The Twelve Days of Christmas". Thanks to Sr. Mary Jane and Sr. M. Vitalis for their work.

The yearbook is in need of still more patrons. Over the Christmas vacation, it would be good if some of us students got some more patrons, and even a few ads wouldn't hurt. Come on! The more, the better.

On January the 6th, a group of musicians from the Indianapolis Symphony with Renato Pacini will perform at the assembly period. If you've never witnessed classical music, then this is your chance.

The editors wish to thank those who remembered us for Christmas, especially those that were on the level.

STUDENT BOARD MEETING:
1) Voted down motion for new counter in Perc
2) Appropriated 80 dollars for ad in yearbook.

Congratulations to Student Board for their fine Christmas party.

THE PLAYERS  
PRESIDENT  
"THE GLASS MENAGERIE"  
JANUARY 10,11,12  8:30 p.m.  (tentatively)

Let's all make a special effort to attend Benediction today at 12:15. You know, sort of a student body gift to Our Lord.

Remember last week's letter? I'm sure that the writer is unhappy of the response. Either slip a donation to your class representative or drop it in the box in front of the Bookstore.

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS:
1) not to spill more than three square feet of coke or two square feet of root beer in the mixed lounge per week.
2) not to break into cafeteria line openly. Walk backwards alone along the line and begin conversation with a line or then you're in.
3) to donate to "have a drag in the cafe organization". Their purpose is to place a two foot cigarette in the cafe wall with only the last inch of filter visible. Students will be permitted to go up to the wall and sneak a quick lungfull.
4) Purchase monthly gifts for the editors of the Carbon.
5) Help keep Charlie Poener out of the Perc.
6) Make that bi-weekly gifts for the editors.
7) Drain gas from faculty's cars on cold days at the tennis courts for ice-skating purposes.
8) get all "a"s on your finals except one, and make that a "b" just to kid around.
9) Drink only 3.2 beer.
10) Stay young and fair and debonair. Be sociable, look smart.
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